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Economic Development Strategy

Amendment to text of Section 4.1.4 Ashbourne / Dunboyne to read as follows
The high level economic development objectives for this area are:
•

Continue to expand retail offer and employment opportunities to reinforce RPG
recognition that Ashbourne is developing in a holistic and sustainable manner
illustrative of its transition from a dormitory hinterland area towards a more urbanised,
metropolitan character;

•

Attract new industry to Ashbourne which capitalises on the quality of road infrastructure
and proximity to M50 and airport;

•

In Dunboyne a priority initially for Meath County Council is the consolidation and
sustainable build out of town in a sequential manner and its ability to develop over the
next 15 years towards Level II status in the Retail Hierarchy;

•

Encourage mixed use settlement forms and sustainable centres, in which employment,
residency, education and local services / amenities are located in close proximity to
each other;

•

Meath County Council considers that an opportunity for a Strategic Development Zone
2
may exist in north Dunboyne within the Metropolitan Area of the National Gateway.
This will require the completion of an integrated land use and transportation approach
to planning for the area, in consultation with statutory stakeholders including the NTA,
NRA and Iarnród Éireann, including an examination of traffic demands and modal
share, determination of the operational capacity of the junction with the M3 Motorway
and potential effects on same and the sustainable build out of the existing settlement of
Dunboyne. This is consistent with the promotion of higher densities for employment uses
around public transport as advocated in the RPGs which indicates that the “provision of
integrated land use and transport plans for developing zoned and brownfield /
regeneration lands of strategic importance are a means of managing growth and
investment in the medium to long term and should be prepared”. Unparalleled economic
development opportunities exist adjacent to M3 Parkway which would allow the
development of a strategic employment cluster, possibly based in the Strategic
Development Zone concept. Potential exists to develop a synergy between this area of
Dunboyne and Maynooth Environs in relation to complementary Life Science / SMART Park
campuses in partnership and collaboration with established third level institutions. Following
the finalisation of the integrated land use and transportation approach to planning for this
area, it is the intention of the Planning Authority to progress the consideration of a Strategic
Development Zone for employment generating uses within the Dunboyne / Pace area to the
Department of the Environment, Community & Local Government. It is an objective of the
Planning Authority to progress the relevant studies seeking to advance this Strategic
Development Zone designation within a timely fashion following the completion of the
integrated land use and transportation approach to planning for this area;

_________________________________________________________________________________
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The Regional Planning Guidelines 2010-2022 states that opportunities exist for Planning Authorities and
Enterprise Agencies, together with other relevant stakeholders, to take a proactive role in identifying
appropriate locations for Strategic Development Zones for employment and develop planning schemes to
deliver these areas for economic development. These strategic locations should be supported by existing or
planned multi-modal public transport infrastructure, adequate water services, broadband and next generation
of communication technology, sustainable energy supplies.
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•

Positioning of Dunboyne to gradually grow to a Level II Town Centre by 2028 as
provided for in the Retail Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area. The Retail Hierarchy
contained therein illustrates the accepted economic potential of this area over a
designated time span;

•

Strategic investment required as residential and economic development is currently
hampered by a lack of available water services which must be resolved. Such targeted
investment would maximise the benefit accruing from the substantial investment in
transport infrastructure in recent years. This is a key infrastructural priority for Meath;

•

Ratoath has been included in the RPG’s as an employment base because of its
educated workforce and additional opportunities are outlined in Table 4.2.
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Amendment to text of Section 4.2 Quantum of Available Zoned Employment Generating Land
(page 82) to read as follow

consider the likelihood of water services
capacity being available to serve the preferred
lands and the timeframes for providing same.

Whilst Navan is to be promoted as a regional
anchor of enterprise in this Economic
Strategy, there appears to be limited lands
identified for employment generating
opportunities. This should be examined and
remedied as a matter of priority. The
Economic Development Unit of Meath County
Council commissioned a study (2010) which
identified future lands which would be suitable
for product intensive and employee intensive
uses. It is considered timely to review this
study with a view to implementing its
recommendations and to take proactive
measures to remedy the deficiency in both the
quantum and choice of employment
generating lands which are presently zoned,
serviceable and available. It is considered that
strategic and targeted marketing of specific
sectors to specific locations in conjunction
with a more collaborative approach between
state and local agencies is also required.

The quantum of lands identified for
employment generating uses in Kells would
appear disproportionate to the scale of existing
industrial / enterprise development and the
existing / projected resident population. This is
further exacerbated by the scale of lands
earmarked for town centre expansion and
mixed use development. It is considered that
the ongoing review of the Kells Development
Plan should question the extent of lands
identified for employment and enterprise on the
basis of established need and the ability to
service such lands from a water services
perspective within the life of the next Kells
Development Plan (2013 – 2019).
The lands at Laytown (Minnistown Road) have
been zoned since the 2000 East Meath
Development Plan with no meaningful attempt
to develop said lands in the intervening period.
It is considered that the lands immediately
adjoining the rail station in Laytown could
accommodate people intensive enterprise
should such a demand arise in lieu of the lands
on the Minnistown Road.

It is considered both appropriate and
opportune to review the nature, location and
quantum of lands zoned for employment uses
to the east of the M3 Motorway / R147 (former
N3) at Dunboyne / Clonee. The relative merits
of retaining such lands in favour of promoting
the lands which adjoin the lands east of the rail
line in Dunboyne and / or M3 Parkway rail
station, particularly for people intensive
employment uses should be undertaken as
part of this review. This should be carried out
as part of the integrated land use and
transportation assessment in consultation with
stakeholders including the NTA, NRA and
Iarnród Éireann to determine the future
direction of growth in the Dunboyne / Clonee
corridor. The review should also critically

The scale of lands identified for employment
generating uses in Stamullen needs to be
reconsidered. The preparation of zoning
objectives for the town shall be included in the
varied County Development Plan. No decision
should be taken in this regard until the pre
feasibility stage of the assessment of the
proposed deepwater port has been concluded.
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Section 4.3

Economic Development Strategy

Employment Sectors

Amendment to existing Objective to read as follows

ED OBJ 2

To incorporate a review of the appropriateness of the nature, location and quantum
of industrial and employment generating land use in individual development Plans
and Local Area Plans and in the preparation of development and zoning objectives
for towns and villages that are to be included in the County Development Plan. This
review shall
(i) occur in tandem with the assessment of residentially zoned lands required
pursuant to the Core Strategy (CS OBJ 2 & 3 refer);
(ii) apply the land use zoning objectives contained in the Core Strategy of this
County Development Plan to the individual Town Development Plan, Local Area
Plan or individual objective maps to be included in the County Development Plan as
relating to industrial and employment generating uses (land use zoning objectives
E1, E2 and E3 refer from the Core strategy);
(iii) critically assess the nature, quantum and location of lands identified for industrial
and employment generating use in Dunboyne/ Clonee/ Pace, Kells and Gormonston
/ Stamullen. In the case of Dunboyne/Clonee/Pace, the integrated land use and
transportation study identified as a high level development objective in Section 4.1.4
will be required to be completed in advance of this exercise being carried out. As
part of this integrated land use and transportation study, Meath County Council will
consult with statutory stakeholders including the NTA, NRA and Iarnród Éireann with
regards to the future location and appropriate scale of development, particularly in
the knowledge intensive, science based and people intensive employment sectors,
and;
(iv) review of the zoning objectives for Maynooth Environs and Kilbride in the
preparation of zoning maps for the centres for inclusion in the County Development
Plan. ……
The outcome of this review may necessitate variations to individual development
plans and amendments to local area plans arising therefrom. It is noted that such
variations or amendments may be subject to an Appropriate Assessment of the
likely significant effects on Natura 2000 sites due to the proximity of urban centres to
Natura 2000 sites

……………… ……… ……
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Water, Drainage & Environmental Services

Insertion of new Policy
Section 7.18
PC POL 2

Pollution Control
To ensure that public lighting schemes are designed so that they contribute to the
character of the area, minimise visual intrusion and do not have an adverse impact on
the character or habitats of the natural environment.
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Cultural and Natural Assets

Insertion of new Policy
Section 9.6.13 Designed Lands, Historic Parks, Gardens and Demesnes

NH POL 26

To require that development proposal, on both designated and undesignated
sites, enhance and appropriately integrate with the natural environment,
respecting and complementing the habitats, biodiversity, landscape and
natural heritage of the area.

Amendment to existing Objective to read as follows
Section 9.6.13

Designed Lands, Historic Parks, Gardens and Demesnes

OBJECTIVES
CH OBJ 23

To require that proposals for development in and adjoining designed landscapes
and demesnes include an appraisal of the landscape, designed views and
vistas, and an assessment of significant trees or groups of trees, as appropriate.
The appraisal shall ensure that development proposals respect and are
consistent with the historic landscape and its protection. Any development within
such areas shall comply with the policies and objectives of 'Architectural
Heritage Protection, Guidelines for Planning Authorities' (2011), as appropriate.

Amendment to existing Policy to read as follows
Section 9.6.14
CH POL 26

Vernacular Heritage
(a) To encourage the retention, sympathetic maintenance, and appropriate
re-use of the vernacular heritage of Meat, in both the towns and rural areas
of the County, including the retention of the original fabric, such as windows,
renders, shop fronts, gates, yards, boundary walls and other significant
features where possible;

(b) To discourage the replacement of good quality vernacular buildings or
features with modern structures or features;

(c) To ensure that new build adjoining, and extension to, vernacular
buildings are of an appropriate design and do not detract from the building’s
character or that of its setting.
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